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The Gradle plugin that allows AspectJ for Android builds. Supports writing code with AspectJ-lang in .aj files and Java-annotation style. Full support for the tastes of Android products and build types. Support for Kotlin, Groovy, Scala and any other languages that are compiled into Java. Actual version of
support AGP 4.0.: com.archinamon:android-gradle-aspectj:4.2.0. Friendly with jRebel for Android! This plug-in is completely friendly with APT (Android Annotation Processing Tools) and the Retrolambda project (but Java 8 is not supported in .aj files). AndroidAnation, dagger are also maintained and work
great. This plugin has many ideas from other similar projects, but none of them provides a complete package of features like this one. It has now been completely rewritten with the help of transform APIs. Key features of Java, Kotlin, Groovy bytecode add-ons at the same time! Works with the background
mechanics of languages based on jvm out of the box! How to Teach Android Studio to Understand AspectJ! May not work properly for AS 3.0 :( It's easy to isolate your code with classes of aspects that will simply be entered through cross-point features, called tips, into your main app. The basic idea is to
code less, do more! The AspectJ-Gradle plugin delivers all known JVM-based languages such as Groovy, Kotlin, etc. which means you can easily write interesting things that can be entered into any JVM language, not just Java itself! :) To begin with, you can look at my example of the project. And you
can also find a useful look at the AspectJ language reference guide and simple snippets of code. In case the aspectj-native is not supported by Android Studio (even with the IDE-plugin it uses is complicated), you can write Java classes with aspectj annotations. Two simple rules that can be taken into
account when writing aspects classes. Don't write aspects outside of the src/$flavor/aspectj set of sources! These aj classes will be excluded from the Java compiler. Don't try to access aspects classes from Java/kotlin/etc. If the Java compiler doesn't know anything about aspectj, it will result in a javac
step. These rules only affect if you write in your native aj-syntax. You can write aspects in the style of Java annotations and be free from these restrictions. Use First to add a Maven REPO link to the repository block of the module assembly file: Be sure to add mavenCentral () due to some dependencies
inside the AspectJ-hail module. Add the plug-in to your script's dependencies section: Kotlin classpath (com.archinamon:android-gradle-aspectj:4.2.0) Groovy classpath 'com.archinamon:android-gradle-aspectj:4.2.0 'Apply 'aspectj' plugin: Kotlin plugins - id (com.android.application) id
(com.archinamon.aspectj) - Plugins Groovy and id 'com.android.application' id 'com.archinamon.aspectj' - Now you can write aspects, using the style of annotation or native (even without IntelliJ IDEA edition). Let's write simple app tips: import android.app.Application; Imports Imports import
android.content.Context; import android.support.v4.app.NotificationCompat; AppStartNotifier - pointcut postInit (): within (app) - execution (app)); After () return: postInit () ThisJoinPoint.getTarget NotificationManager nmng (NotificationManager) app.getSystemService (Context.NOTIFICATION_SERVICE);
nmng.notify (9999, new NotificationCompat.Builder (app) .setTicker (Hello AspectJ) .setContentTitle .setContentText .setContentText (privileged aspect AppAdvice) .setSmallIcon (R.drawable.ic_launcher) .build())); Set up Kotlin aspectj extension - compileTests - true // default ajc - 1.9.4 // Java default -
JavaVersion.VERSION_1_7 // default // @see Ext plugin config -/ includeAllJars - false // default includeJar.addAll (arrayOf) excludeJar.addAll (arrayOf joda)) / the default blank extendClasspath - true !) the default is AspectsFromJar.addAll (my-aj-logger-lib, any-other-libs-with-aspects)) / by default empty
ajcArgs. ) - weaveInfo - true / default debugInfo - false / false / default addSerialVersionUID - false / default noInlineAround - false / false / default ignoresErrors - false / default breakOnError - true / default experimental - false / default buildTimeLog - true default-compile.log / default - Groovy aspectj -
dryRun false / default isTests correct / default ajc '1.9.4' / default Java - JavaVersion.VERSION_1_7 / default / default / @see Ext plugin config, 'support-v4', 'dagger' 'joda' / Default blank extendClasspath true ! Default includesAspectsFromJar 'my-aj-logger-lib', 'any-other-libs-with-aspects' / default empty
ajcArgs qlt; '-referenceInfo' 'lt;'lt; '-warning:deprecation' weaveInfo true / default debugInfo false / default addSerialVersionUID false false / default default ignoreStors false / default rate breakOnError true / default experimental false / default buildTimeLog true : default convertsLogFile 'ajc-transform.log' /
compilation defaultLogFile 'ajc-compile.log' that you can't include all these options! All expansion options have defaults (all of them are described above, except for includeJar/Aspects/ajcArgs). Therefore, there is no need to identify them manually. compileTests Bypass Path to Disable
compileDebugUnitTestAspectJ for unitTest variant ajc Lets identify time to run the jar version manually (1.8.12 current) Java What jvmTarget will ajc use to compile bytecode in extendClasspath explicitly Explicitly should the plug-in mutate classpath with aspectj-runtime itself include AllJars Explicitly
include all available cans-files in-inpath to continue the AJ-compiler includeJar Name filter to include any jar/aar, what name or path satisfies the filter excludeJar Filter name to exclude any jar/aar, what name or way satisfies the filter includesAspectsFromJar Filter name to include any jar/aar with
compiled binary aspects you want to affect your project ajcExtraArgs Additional options for aspectj compiler weaveInfo Allows you print information messages from Aj compiler debugInfo Adds special debugging information in aspect bytecode addSerErVersion the field serialVersionUID for Serializable-
realized classes of aspects noInlineAround Strict a itz to blend around the body of advice in targeted methods ignoreErrors Preventing compiler from interruption, if errors occur during the processing of sources breakOnError Allows to continue construction of the project when ajc fails or throws any errors
experimental Enables experimental variants ajc : -XhasMember and -Xjoinpoints:synchronization, arrayconstruction. More information in the release of the #18 buildTimeLog app BuildTimeListener to the current module, which prints the time spent on each task in the build stream, detailing in millis
transformLogFile identifies the name for the magazine file, where all Aj compiler information writes, new separated to compile the transformerLogFile identifies the name for the magazine file, where all Aj compiler information writes, new separated for CompileTask Advanced plug-in config Kotlin plugins -
id (com.android.application) id (com.archinamon.aspectj-ext) - Groovy plugins and id 'com.android.application' id 'com.archinamon.aspectj-ext' - allows you to use options 'Jar' and 'include'With a workaround to avoid 'Multiple dex files exception' - supports 'multiDex' - supports 'Instrumental Tests' It
currently has some limitations: InstantRun must be turned off (Plugin detects IR status and does not build if an IR is found). Supplier of the config Kotlin plug-in plugins and id (com.android.application) id (com.archinamon.aspectj-provides) - Groovy plug-ins and id 'com.android.application' id
'com.archinamon.aspectj-provides' - Plugin-provider can be useful for those cases when you need to extract aspect-sources in a separate module and include it in a separate module. In this way, this behavior will save you build time by bypassing aspectj-transformers in modules just to provide. You are
not limited to describe as many module vendors as you need and then enable them using includeAspectsFromJar option in the module, the code of which you can increase. With the example of a project, you can learn to write such a provider-module. DryRun plug-in config Kotlin plugins and id
(com.android.application) id - Groovy plugins and ID 'com.android.application' id 'com.archinamon.aspectj-dryRun' - disables aspectj-compiler and conversion task for the hole project. Work tests plugins - id (com.android.application) id (com.archinamon.aspectj-junit) - Groovy plugins - id
'com.android.application' id 'com.archinamon.aspectj-junit' - test volume overloads JUnit's compilation stream with AJC instead of JavaC. Thus, any aspects were written in the test directory to be compiled with all Java sources and aspects will weave them if necessary. The correct setting of ProGuard
depends on your own use of aspect classes. So if you announce between types of injections you will have to predict the side effects and identify your annotations/interfaces that you enter into Java classes/techniques/etc in proguard config. The basic rules that you will need to announce for your project
are:-adaptclassstrings -keepattributes InnerClasses, Admethod, Signature, Abstract -keepnames @org.aspectj.lang.annotation.Aspect Class qlt;methods)gt; If you run into problems with lambda plants, you may need to explicitly suppress them. This can happen not in aspects classes, but in any arbitrary
Java class if you use Retrolambda. Thus, a specific rule is: -keep the class of the $Lambda.) Changelog 4.2.1 -- Improving the bank archives is a better api for AGP 4.0. fix java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: Unsuccessful resolution: Landroidx/appcompat/R$drawable; 4.2.0 -- AGP 4.0 support. 4.1.0 --
AGP 3.6 support. 4.0.1 -- Fix the synchronized launch of fixed async launch ajc (which does not support the async compilation); 4.0.0 -- AGP 3.5 support. This release supports agp 3.5. but no earlier versions; 3.4.5 -- A fix for Gradle 6.0 creates a task that is clearly instead of project.task; 3.4.3 -- Fix :(
again hotfixed provides plug-in mode - conversion doesn't have to start; 3.4.2 -- Hotfix provides hotfixed provides plug-in mode - conversion doesn't have to start; 3.4.1 -- Fix provides a fixed mode of aspectj-provides plug-in - don't be a dir destination; 3.4.0 -- Improving DryRun Fixed Support Mode 3.5.0
Android Gradle Plugin - thanks to @superafroman; Remove the aj time check DryRun plug-in offline to avoid conversion and compilation steps 3.3.12 -- Fixing a fixed rare 'dependency resolution' error - failed to attach the configuration after dependencies were resolved; Better mining properties in the kts
script; 3.3.11 -- Fix out-of-date AGP support to improve out-of-date support: fixed compatibility AGP 3.1.4; 3.3.10 -- Update of the AJC bump aspectj compiler update; 3.3.9 -- Small dryRun fix to prevent aj conversion with empty outlets -use -PdryRunAjc'true; 3.3.8 -- The Fix unitTest option added a
workaround to disable the unitTest aj compilation step if the classpath is broken; 3.3.7 -- Fixes ext plugin fixed aspectj-ext plugin to work properly with api conversion; added dir conversion output to Fix ajc inPath to compile the pitch; 3.3.6 -- Fix dryRun option for transformer; It's better to read. 3.3.5 -- Dry
start-fix classpath'lt;/methods/gt; Implement a dry start to disable the compiler/conversion in the hail; 3.3.3 -- AGP 3.3 support. Fixed support for AGP 3.3. Added out-of-date backward compatibility options. Added a targeted version of Java bytecode for ajc; Update bundled ajc running time and tools jars to
1.9.2; Upgrade the default time library to 1.9.2. 3.3.0 -- JUnit tests support the introduction of com.archinamon.aspectj-junit plug-in that supports weaving testing; com.archinamon.aspectj-test has been removed as a non-working legacy sh$t; updated android-hail plug-in up to 3.2.0 inside (there may be a
change violation); Migration to Cotlin DSL; New plug-in tests lets you check this android junit source code tetherate; 3.2.0 -- Support for Gradle 3.0.0 has added support for a stable hail plug 3.0.0; Updated internal ajc and provided aj time library version of the latest 1.8.12; 3.1.1 -- Useful improvements
have added an extension trigger for the BuildTime registrar application for the current module; back from the grave - an exception-filter for aspectj-ext plugin is added; 3.1.0 -- The vendor implemented provides a separation of plug-ins to effectively extract aspects for external/submodulins; Small code and
cleaning improvements 3.0.3 -- Small fixes to the fixed aar detection mechanism; registered plug-in mavenCentral! 3.0.0 -- Grand refactoring in Kotlin all groovy classes are out of date; The new codebase in Kotlin 1.1.1 is stable; 2.4.3 -- A hot two-step compilation compiled in the first step classes was not
copied to the final output; 2.4.2 - Hot fixation of fixed missed variable; Fixed imports 2.4.0 -- The added aspectj-ext plug-in includes the Jar option, which is now able to read the aar manifest file to accurately detect the library you want; com.archinamon.aspectj-ext plug-in added properly weave inpath jars,
in this InstantRun mode is not allowed; Small fixes and refactoring of packages/names; 2.3.1 -- The new two-step build mechanic has been renamed the expansion option: ajcExtraArgs Divided option: logFileName - transformLogFile, compilationLogFile; Added a separate compilation task to build all the
sources under the /aspectj folder; aj-transformer now looks into /build/aspectj/$variantName folder for aspect class'; Updated ajc to 1.8.10 Fixed problem with no error of printing messages when you're a stech; added inpath/aspectpath gap before rejecting conversion inputs (@philippkumar); 2.3.0 -- Key
Fixes for InstantRun Support; Can't androidTest hot start; SipExpception as part of the expansion of third-party libraries through AspectJ; Clearer logs and errors emitting 2.2.2 -- Improvements to fixed build items; Re-ed with log file processing and errors Pretty formatting ajc arguments for creating thick;
Processing implemented ajc arguments via build.gradle config; 2.2.1 -- Hot fixation of fixed illegal return statement; Changes included in updated artifacts 2.2.0; 2.2.0 -- Ajc corrects and improves fixes the problem with the multi-aspectPath construction project; Fixed problems with the area with Transform
API; Removed Java 8 support implemented a clear and easy way to attach the drafted Through a jar/aar; An easier way to weave on aspects of any library (jar/aar); Build on bugs that occur to prevent time-consuming issues experimental ajc features: -XhasMember and -Xjoinpoints:synchronization,
arrayconstruction; A more logical way to detect plug-in placement in the assembly file to properly support retro lamb. Clean up the code and improve 2.1.0 -- Conversion api fix, finally fixed errors with multidex; Corrected bank merger errors; Fixed bugs with the new hail plug-in Fixed Java 8 support
Retrolambda fixed compatibility 2.0.4 -- A small fix with a fixed bug with a mandatory ad-directory by default; 2.0.3 -- The Instant Launch of Gradle merged the attraction request with the latest upgrade of the gradu plug-in; Fixed errors after upgrade 2.0.2 -- The problem of fixed filters with empty filters has
now been fixed; 2.0.1 -- Hotfix :) Proper product scanning and buildTypes folders for aj source sets; A more complex selection of aj sources for compilation; More accurate work with banks The bank filter policy has been changed. Optimized flags weave; 2.0.0 -- A brand new full-time refactor mechanic on
the Transform API; Added new options to aspectj-expansion; 1.3.3 -- The Rt qualifier added an external time qualifier; 1.3.2 -- Another fix now correctly sets destinationDir; 1.3.1 -- Hot fixes have changed the name of the module from AspectJ-gradle to android-hail-aspectj; Several problems with the
processing of test flavors have been fixed; Experimental version added: weaveTests; Added, finally, post-compilation processing for tests; 1.3.0 -- The fusion of binary processing and tests allows for binary processing for test flavors; Correctly aspectpath and after compiling the processing of the source
for test tastes; Appropriate processing sources between application modules 1.2.1 -- Gradle DSL Hot Fixation removes unnecessary parameters from aspectj-extension class; Fixed hail dsl-model; 1.2.0 -- Binary Weaving plugin now supports the processing of .class files; jvm-supporting languages -
Kotlin, Grovey, Rock; updated internal aj-tools and run time aj to the latest 1.8.9; 1.1.4 -- Experimenting with binary weaving, implementing aars/jars treatment; Added with the exception of aj-source folders to avoid re-compiling aspects; 1.1.2 -- Gradle Instant-run now supports the gradle-2.0.0-beta plug-in
and is sly-friendly; Fixed errors in the collection of the original folders Fixed mixing of buildTypes source sets 1.1.1 -- The AspectJ core execution module update has been updated to the latest version of 1.8.8; Fixed plug-in test 1.1.0 -- Refactoring includes all previous progress; updated aspectjtools and
aspectjrt to version 1.8.7; Now has a configuration All logs are moved to a separate file in the app/assembly/ajc_details.log; The magazine, the name of the log file, ignoring the errors can now be configured as part of the extension; A more complex and correct way to detect and introduce original
fragrance kits, buildTypes, etc.; 1.0.17 -- Cleaning!! Important!! now correctly supports automatic indexing and adherence to aspectj sources within any buildTypes and tastes; Workplace code Unneeded registration calls removed Optimized ajc magazine to provide more information about the current
compilation; 1.0.16 -- New plug-in routes migrating from the enclosure to personal routes within the plug-in, classpath; 1.0.15 -- Full flavor support added full support to options build in flavors and sizes; added a custom root source folder - for example, src/main/aspectj/path.to.package.Aspect.aj; 1.0.9 --
Support for basic flavors has added the main support for additional build options and flavors; An attempt to add an incremental build/has been removed due to the current implementation of the ajc task; 1.0 -- An initial release, configured properly, compiles an order for the gradle-Retrolambda plug-in;
Added roots to pre-process the generated files (necessary to support the dagger, etc.); Added MultiDex support Known limitations you can't talk to sources in the aspectj folder because it's not excluded from the Java compiler; Doesn't support a city-experimental plug-in; All these limitations are struggling,
and I'd be happy to introduce a new build as soon as I solve these problems. Copyright 2015 Eduard Archinamon Matsukov. Apache License, Version 2.0 (License); You can't use this file unless it's in compliance with the License. You can obtain a copy of the license by phone If it is not required by
applicable law or not agreed in writing, the software distributed under the License is distributed to AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. You can see the License for a specific language that regulates permits and restrictions under the
License. Page 2 Watch 16 Star 308 Fork 48 You can't perform this action at the moment. You've signed up with another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how
you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. Learn more. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. You can always update your choices by clicking on Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more
information, see us that we use important cookies to perform the main functions of a website, such as logging in. Find out more Always Active We use analytical cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them better, for example, they are used to gather information about the pages
you visit and how many clicks you need to accomplish the task. Find out more gradle-android-aspectj-plugin. gradle-android-aspectj-plugin maven. android-gradle-aspectj maven. me.leolin.gradle-android-aspectj
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